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Poem
I deeply admire old Gutei.  Since space and time have been emptied, who else, is there?  

Having cast a piece of driftwood on to the ocean, together in the night waves, we take in blind turtles. 

As I always tell you, without finding some way of recognizing two mutually opposing 
functions, according to the teachings of Buddhism, it is not possible to know the nature of ourselves or 
the nature of the world that we live in.  To take one simple example and investigate it, what about 
living? Things that are born must do the living activity.  The living activity first comes into being when 
we meet a function that gives us life, the function that gives birth to us.  However, as everyone knows, 
all things that are born, also die.  Therefore, we must all also recognize the dying activity, which is in 
opposition to the living activity. We manifest the phenomenon, the condition of dying, because we meet
up with the activity of being killed.  We are told that the founder of Buddhism, Siddhartha, when he 
was a young man, the thing that he really loved to do was to meditate and he did lots of it.  And, in his 
meditation he contemplated this way of thinking about life and death.

These two mutually opposing functions give birth to, reveal, many and various different things; 
and also, the same two functions bring those things that have been born to annihilation.  We are told 
within the tradition of Tathagata Zen, that Siddhartha more and more deeply contemplated how these 
functions work with each other. Within Tathagata Zen, within Buddhism, the two mutually opposing 
functions are called the plus function and the minus function, or their Sanskrit names are tatha-gata, 
thus going and tatha-agata, thus coming.

These two mutually opposing functions, without stopping, are always acting.  Within the 
Buddhist scriptures there are many different places that you can find these two talked about, as for 
example, the Diamond Sutra talks about the activity of thunder and lightning.  It is just like the thunder 
and the lightning appearing and then disappearing.  The two functions are just like that.   What can we 
really call the thunderbolt?  Is in the peaka, peaka, peaka, part or is it the thong part?  It is both the plus
and minus, both the tatha-gata and tatha-agata that give rise to the thunderbolt.

When it comes to our thinking, to our activity, our function of consciousness, it is the same two 
mutually opposing forces that give birth to that. Buddhism says that the function of consciousness will 
also disappear.  The moment that consciousness has been manifest, it disappears again.  Buddhism says
that consciousness is not a fixated thing.  It is a functioning; it is an activity.  If we unquestioningly, 
unconditionally, take up and use our consciousness and do all sorts of things with our consciousness, 
Buddhism very sternly warns us that that is a mistake; that we shouldn't unconditionally use our 
consciousness without knowing that it is not a fixated thing.

When we are explaining Buddhism or talking about Buddhism, we are commanded to speak 
standing firmly upon the recognition of the two mutually opposing functions that give birth to 
everything.  No matter what books we read or try to explain, we have to be coming from this same 
point of view.  Although it might seem simple, it is really an extremely difficult thing to do.  In order to 
teach this very difficult thing, Tathagata Zen uses many different examples.  It is very precisely taught 
how these two mutually opposing functions give birth to consciousness.  And it is also very precisely 
taught, how consciousness is brought to annihilation by the two mutually opposing functions.  Among 



all existent beings, human beings, according to the teachings of Buddhism, have the most highly 
developed function of consciousness.

All existences that come to be born will develop consciousness, but, when something is first 
born, it is very undeveloped.  You could almost say that it hardly even needs to do any functioning of 
consciousness.  After birth, consciousness develops and the final development of consciousness is the 
fully developed human consciousness.  Without fathoming the principle of how consciousness comes to
be manifest and passes away, and simply parading around our consciousness and acting with it 
unquestioningly, unconditionally, is according to Buddhism very, extremely, dangerous and we should 
be careful about it. 

As I give this talk, I am losing my voice.  Why is it that I am losing my voice?  Probably it is 
because the principle of how voice manifests comes along with the principle of how voice disappears.  
If we investigate this one example, we will see that when the activity of “voice not being able to come 
out” continues, it will finally get to the point where the voice has died.  Similarly, when consciousness, 
cannot be done anymore, we can say that the function of consciousness, has died.

In conclusion, we can say that the teaching of Buddhism is the teaching of how consciousness 
manifests and how it passes away.  Simply taught, consciousness also manifests from the condition of 
the origin.  Then, we have to ask what kind of a state is the condition of the origin, the source.  
Buddhism teaches, at least temporarily, expediently, that the condition of the origin is the condition in 
which the two mutually opposing functions of expanding and contracting, plus and minus, tatha-gata 
and tatha-agata are unified.  This is a huge thing.  The unification of tatha-gata and tatha-agata is the 
state in which the lightning bolt has completely vanished.  That is how the two have manifested unity, 
have disappeared into unity.   Plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, have disappeared; there is 
nothing to be said about it.   This is why, temporarily, expediently, Buddhism calls this state the state of
silence, the state in which all sound has ceased. The thunderbolt is gone; the functions of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata, together have vanished.  This is what is known in Buddhism as the activity of emptiness. 
Nothing can be said and that is why, as one expedient means, it is called the manifestation of silence. 

I,  who  am teaching, and you who are listening, both disappear into the manifestation of 
silence, where no speech is necessary anymore.  This state, however, according to Buddhism, we are 
cautioned, is not a dead, static state.  This unification of plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, is 
not a state in which the two functions have stopped acting. Tatha-gata still has its ability to expand; 
tatha-agata still is contracting.  They have not lost their original characters or natures.

If we say that the tatha-gata, thus going activity, is the living activity and the tatha-agata, the 
thus coming activity is the dying activity, then these two have unified; living and dying have become 
one and the state that is therein manifest is unimaginable. But, so as nobody makes a mistake about it, it
is further taught that in that state of unity, the function of living and dying haven't absolutely 
disappeared. It seems that the translator is having his troubles trying to translate this part. What I'm 
saying is that this state in which living doesn't need to be done anymore and dying doesn't need to be 
done anymore, can neither be called alive or dead.  It is an absolutely unique condition.

Living and dying, inevitably meet each other and they unify with each other and in that state of 
unification, they aren't static, they aren't dead.  You could say that in this unique state of unification, 
living and dying are harmoniously getting along with each other.  When all of tatha-gata and all of 
tatha-agata, when all of the expanding activity and all of the contracting activity have become one, that 
according to Buddhism, is the activity of emptiness. This state of unification, which as I said, can also 
be called emptiness, can also be called the zero activity. 

 The power of this state of unification, how powerful do you think it is?  This strength, this 
power of this state of unification, of the state of zero, how powerful do you think it is?  It is totally 
unimaginable how great a strength is manifest in this state of unification.  We are taught that the sun's 
temperature is any number of tens of thousands of degrees, but this state of unification is much hotter 
than that.  You folks, when you hear the word zero or emptiness you think, "Oh, that is just nothing."  



But that is not it, at all!  This state of zero, the state of emptiness is so, so, hot!  It is so hot that nothing 
can survive that heat.  If you were to see this state, it is so hot, and you go whew, whew, and you 
couldn't even look at it. When plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, male god and female god, 
become one, the strength, the power, of that state of unity is totally unimaginable.  That is what 
Buddhism means by the manifestation of emptiness.  Thus, Buddhism teaches, that zero is not zero; 
emptiness is not emptiness.  

The state of emptiness, the state of zero, manifests absolute power.  Conversely, we can say that 
absolute power is the manifestation of the activity of emptiness.  This state that cannot be seen, this 
power that cannot be seen, that is the state in which absolutely all existent beings have disappeared into
this manifestation of incredible heat.  So, Buddhism talks about the manifestation of zero, of emptiness,
but it is not something that can be taken as an object.  The power of absolutely everything, the power of
all plus and all minus, gathered together, embraced, that is the manifestation of the state of emptiness.

The scientists often talk about true space, absolute space.  If you ever ended up falling into true 
space, you would die. True space has no air in it; that is something that everybody can understand.  If 
you end up falling into true space, you're going to fall down dead.  There is no air there.  All of you 
have studied some science, and you're supposed to be studying Buddhism, so, what do you think?  Is 
there a difference or not between the scientific concept of true space and the Buddhist concept of 
emptiness?  You should sit zazen and figure this out. I haven't studied science myself; you folks are the 
ones who have studied science.  So, it is up to you to carefully think and come up with the answer to 
this question.  Is there a difference between the scientific notion of true space and the Buddhist notion 
of zero, emptiness?   Perhaps, from at least what I have come to understand, we can say, "Yes, these 
two emptiness’s are founded upon the same principle."  That is why that from the beginning of human 
history, until now, there have never been conflicts between science and Buddhism. 

 In order, however, to truly fathom how consciousness arises, we have to totally investigate the 
state of the source from which consciousness comes.  The state of the source, which is this source of 
consciousness, is the activity of emptiness, is the unification of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  The male 
and female gods do the activity of becoming one with each other and then, whew, whew, atsui, atsui, it 
is a very, very hot.  It is also known in Buddhism as the manifestation of true love.  The manifestation 
of true love is extremely hot. It is so hot that there is no time to think “hot.”  It is the state they cannot 
be felt or seen. The male and female gods have both vanished.  But, it isn't that they've vanished, it is 
that they have perfectly manifested unity with each other.  All of you are probably saying, "Roshi, 
we've heard this story many times before; that is enough." But I can't stop, because nobody gives me 
even a speck of true understanding of it, so I have to keep telling the same story again and again.  

Buddhism also calls the manifestation of this hot, totally hot, condition, the manifestation of 
silence.  The manifestation of the world of perfect silence is the manifestation of a state that contains all
of both plus and minus.  When this state of perfect silence breaks into two, splits exactly into two, this 
hot state breaks open, then it emits light and, what do you think, doesn't the wind blow?  The tornado is
manifest, the great storm is manifest, but the manifestation of this storm, the tornado, is not in some 
sort of sloppy way.  It happens exactly when the universe divides itself into two and the thunder and 
lightning appears.  This is where the next line of the poem comes in:  "Space and time are empty and 
now who is there?"  This comes after the first line that we talked about yesterday. "The two rising up 
together, I deeply love old Gutei.  Space and time are empty and now, who is there?"  The universe 
splits itself into two and then the three worlds of past and present and future are manifest.  

The world of silence, the world which is totally hot, to make it easy to understand, Buddhism 
also describes this world as the manifestation of true love.  The state of the manifestation of, true love, 
the manifestation of absolute space, divides itself right into two.  It splits.  And then, as it says in the 
commentary, "two, three; two things, three things."  Past present and future are manifest right within 
this state of absolute silence.  Do you understand this principle about how the state of one splits into 
two and then the three worlds of past, present and future are manifest?  That is what is being talked 



about with this "two things; three things."  Can't we describe these three worlds as the mother, the 
father, and you, the child?  When the plus, the male god, and the minus, female god, separate from each
other, that separation means that they separate into two.  And as I always tell you, when they separate 
into two, always there is a distance that is born in between them.  That is the three.

The two, plus and minus, separate from each other, and in that separation, mysteriously, a 
distance that separates them is manifest.  But actually it is not mysterious.  Actually, it is the natural 
principle of things, if you don't understand how this occurs, then you will never understand how 
consciousness is born, either.  Without fail, inevitably, according to the teachings of Buddhism, the hot, 
hot manifestation of the state of true love will split apart.  And then, in between tatha-gata and tatha-
agata, will be manifest the present moment.  The state of one, this state of the source, that is when the 
two, plus and minus, have unified.  And that state of the source is the hot, hot world, the 
10,000,000,000° world.  And it goes without saying, that is the state of the unification of plus and 
minus.  And then that state of the source splits open and right within that hot, hot world, three worlds 
manifest; shall we call them past, present and future?  Or perhaps we can call them, father, child and 
mother.

The great cosmos, itself, is the activity of emptiness.  “There is no one there,” that is what 
Master Setcho is saying.  Then Master Engo comments on that line of Setcho’s poem, and says “Just as 
you say.  And then the cosmos splits into two and the child is born.” 

But Engo doesn't stop there, he continues his poem of praise and says, "At once, when the three 
are manifest, again  they all vanish and unity is again manifest.  Then Master Engo talks about the 
necessity to beat to death this condition.  And, as I've been talking to you about, this Blue Cliff Record 
was burned once and then gathered together and there are mistakes in it.  And some people say, you 
know, that there is an argument about this line; maybe it was a mistake.  Because he is talking about 
beating to death, this state of unity that is then manifest from the trinity and that there is no need to kill 
it or give it life, because it is just the natural activity, itself.

When the state of the Source manifests, that is one.  So, you can also see it as Master Engo 
saying, “Kill that; beat that state of unity to death;” meaning don't attach to it.”  So, if you take it like 
that there is no need to criticize or leave out these words of praise from Master Engo.  This part of 
Engo’s commentary perhaps could best be said, "Well, you can leave it in if you want, or you could 
take it out.  Either way is okay.”  Engo’s commentary is neither good nor evil.  That is the upshot.

Ching, it's time to stop.   Ching, is neither good nor evil; it is the manifestation of perfect time. 
You can't say “It is good or it is evil” about complete, total, perfect time.  To say, "You should beat to 
death, the manifestation of complete time,” doesn't sound quite right.  Inevitably, perfect time will 
manifest.  However, it is a mistake to attach to the manifestation of perfect time

So, today these two lines of the poem, “Rising up together, I am deeply in love with old Gutei.  
Space and time are empty.  And then, anew, who is there?”  We people live our lives parading and 
waving around our function of consciousness.  But, where is the world in which we wave about our 
consciousness? What he is talking about is tatha-gata and tatha-agata unifying and separating, again 
and again.  The subject and object, unified and separated, over and over.  True love manifests and then 
true love disappears, again and again.  That principle is being taught. 

 As I said yesterday, we have a great scholar here with us.  Kendo Hal Roth, who is a master of 
Chinese and you should ask him about this poem.  It is such a beautiful poem; it is a poem that is 
impossible not to fall in love with.  He is asking, “When true love manifests, is there anyone there to 
see it?  Is there anyone there besides you?”  Thank you.

The end


